We show how the standard constitutive assumptions for the macroscopic Maxwell equations can be relaxed. This is done by arguing that the Maxwellian excitation fields (D, H) should be dispensed with, on the grounds that they (a) cannot be measured, and (b) act solely as gauge potentials for the charge and current. In the resulting theory, it is only the links between the fields (E, B) and the charge and current (ρ, J ) that matter; and so we introduce appropriate linear operator equations that combine the Gauss and Maxwell-Ampère equations with the constitutive relations, eliminating (D, H) . The result is that we can admit more types of electromagnetic media -notably, the new relations can allow coupling in the bulk to a homogeneous axionic material; in contrast to standard EM where any homogeneous axion-like field is completely decoupled in the bulk, and only accessible at boundaries. We also consider a wider context, including the role of topology, extended non-axionic constitutive parameters, and treatment of Ohmic currents. A range of examples including an axionic response material is presented, including static electromagnetic scenarios, a possible metamaterial implementation, and how the transformation optics paradigm would be modified. Notably, these examples include one where topological considerations make it impossible to model using (D, H).
I. INTRODUCTION
Maxwell's equations rely [1, 2] on the electromagnetic constitutive relations (EMCR), which provide the crucial information relating the excitation fields (D, H) to the electromagnetic fields (E, B). In the simplest cases, these constitutive relations are expressed as a simple -homogeneous and isotropic -permittivity and permeability, but the full EMCR allow a much greater freedom. Arguably, the EMCR are the unsung heroes of electromagnetics: without them Maxwell's equations would be underdetermined and lose predictive power. Because of this central role for the EMCR, a re-examination of the fundamental assumptions behind them has a significant potential to open up new opportunities for electromagnetic metamaterials.
Here, we wish to avoid using (D, H) because not only is their measurability controversial [3] , but they may also have a multi-valued nature [4] . In this article, we present a minimal extension to standard Maxwell theory which combines the usual constitutive relations and both the Gauss's and the Maxwell-Ampère laws. The resulting theory uses new "first order" operators (Ψ ) that only act on the measurable [3, 4] Maxwell fields (E, B), connecting them to the sources (ρ, J ). As a result the Maxwellian excitation fields (D, H) are eliminated.
A significant feature of our approach is that our program admits constitutive relations that allow coupling to axion-like terms in a less restrictive way than is usual; notably in the case of homogeneous systems or those with a non-trivial topology. In the latter case, we give an example where is not possible to model the material using standard constitutive relations. We also suggest an experimental scenario where such an axionic field can be emulated. Although a discussion of axions in the context of EM is an established area of research [5, 6] , this usually occurs in the context of an added coupling between the Maxwell fields and the field of an axion particle. This contrasts with our axionic response terms, which result from a constitutive property of the background medium. Notably, the Lagrangian for coupling EM to a particle physics type axion field (Ξ) has the form [5, 6] 
where g Ξ is the massless axion coupling. This leads to a coupled Maxwell and axion dynamics, where a background axion field can now influence the EM behaviour.
In the traditional description of a material, the axionic influences appear via a (pseudo-)scalar quantity [7] representing a non-zero trace part of the 4-dimensional constitutive tensor. In 3-vector notation, axionic contributions to the excitation fields appear as D ax = κ ax B and
where κ ax is a constant representing the axionic response. A simple application of (2) into Maxwell's equations gives the contribution ρ ax and J ax to the charge and current, due to the axionic field, as (∇κ ax ) · E = ρ ax and (∇κ ax ) × B − ∂ t E = J ax (3) Thus for blocks of homogeneous static materials, the effects of κ ax only appears as a surface term at the boundary of the material. This response can be considered a special case of a duality rotation [6] of (E, B), in which the rotation is just π/2. On the basis of theoretical arguments, Post [8] suggested that the completely antisymmetric part of the constitutive tensor vanishes (i.e. κ ax = 0) for all naturally occurring media. Subsequently, Lakhtakia and Weiglhofer proposed that this socalled Post constraint was fundamental and applied to all electromagnetic responses [9] . Indeed, provided κ ax does not depend on either position or time then Maxwell's equations are unaffected by the presence of κ ax . However, a piecewise constant axionic response is detectable at boundaries [10] where the response can be equivalently cast as either a perfect electrical, or perfect magnetic conductor [11] . Axionic responses
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were unambiguously observed experimentally [12] via the magneto-electric effect in Cr 2 O 3 . More recently axionic responses have also been proposed [13] and observed [14] in topological insulators. In the domain of particle physics, axions have been proposed as candidates for dark matter [15] .
In the current paper, since we generalise the definition of EMCR, we can treat axion-like effects in the manner of bound charge and current sources, which allows them to be seen in the bulk. We will call these constitutive properties an "axionic response". Moreover, our approach allows the number of potential material parameters that represent an axionic response to increase from one to four.
Our paper is organised as follows: In section II we briefly summarise how constitutive properties usually appear in the context of Maxwell's equations, and in section III we introduce our new approach; in section IV we then discuss two important topological consequences. Next, in section V we give some examples in media incorporating the new axionic response constitutive effects. We then briefly propose a possible metamechanical axionic response element, introduce how the transformation optics paradigm needs to be modified, and discuss an extension handling Ohmic current and resistance, before concluding in section VII. There are also a number of appendices covering further mathematical details, including a presentation of a spacetime formalism (A), proofs (B), and coordinate-free notation (C).
II. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS AND THE CONSTITUTIVE TENSOR
The macroscopic Maxwell's equations are perhaps most elegantly expressed in a fully four dimensional spacetime form using exterior calculus [7] , although spacetime formulations using tensors are also popular (see e.g. [16] ). Nevertheless, it is the very familiar Gibbs-Heaviside vector calculus form which is most widely used in practical calculations, where they are written as
and
These are augmented with electromagnetic constitutive relations (EMCR) which relate the excitation fields (D, H) to the electromagnetic fields (E, B). With the possible 1 exception of the vacuum, EMCR are always an approximation as the underlying structure is either unknown or too complicated to analyse fully.
Usually, the choice of models for the EMCR is limited only by the imagination of the researcher, and the skill of the experimentalist to fabricate and measure. Traditionally these might include fixed values for permittivity and permeability, dynamical models which generate a frequency dependence [1, 2] , an accommodation of anisotropy and birefringence [17] , magnetoelectricity [18, 19] , chirality [20] [21] [22] , nonlinearity [23, 24] , a dependence on temperature or stress [17] , or even spatial dispersion [25] [26] [27] [28] -all these can provide good matches to materials found in nature. More complicated empirical models can also be used, with parameters being estimated from or fitted to experimental data. Such descriptions are often remarkably accurate and useful within their own domain, providing us with vital information about the underlying electromagnetic medium, such as the resonances of the individual atoms.
Although a common simple case is where the permittivity and permeability are constant, for anisotropic media these are replaced by tensors ε and µ , and can even be generalised to include magnetoelectric terms. This general tensor form can be written
Hereκ DE = ε is the permittivity tensor,κ HB = µ [3, 4, 29] . Notably, it is easy to see that Maxwell's equations are invariant by adding a gauge (φ g , A g ) to the excitation fields, with the replacements
This gauge freedom is distinct from the usual gauge freedom which is associated only with the potential (φ, A) for the (E, B) fields. These gauge freedoms mean that since Maxwell's equations only couple with derivatives of (D, H) or (E, B) one cannot a priori claim that either are measurable. However, the electromagnetic fields (E, B) can be directly measured, either directly using the Lorentz force equation or non-locally using the Aharonov-Bohm effect [30] [31] [32] . This second case is particularly useful as it enables one to measure the electromagnetic fields inside a medium where the Lorentz force may not be useful due to collisions with atoms in AharonovBohm tests, the electrons only need travel in vacuum outside the medium. In contrast the excitation fields (D, H) remain not directly measurable, as there is no accepted native Lorentz force-like equation 2 dependent on (D, H), nor is there any analogous Aharonov-Bohm-like effect for them. Consequently, whenever making claims about the measurability of (D, H), one has to make assumptions about their nature, for example that they are linearly and locally related (E, B).
One consequence of the gauge freedom for (D, H) is that for a homogeneous medium, one of the parameters κ ax in the constitutive tensorsκ DB andκ HE can be ignored. This is the 2 However, note that -on the presumption that magnetic monopole might actually exist -proposals for such a force have been advanced [33] .
for all (φ, A). It is not necessary to consider (21) independently in the standard approach to the EMCR because there it is a guaranteed consequence of Maxwell's equations (6) and (7) . The constraint (21) relates the 120 components of (Ψ
) to each other, and reduces the number of independent components from 120 to 55. Although this represents a significant reduction, the number of independent parameters in our theory is still larger than the 35 (or 36, if κ ax is also counted) independent components needed in the standard constitutive tensor approach.
B. Axionic response terms
Of these 20 new parameters 4 describe the axion-like constitutive response of the material. Unlike the standard EM axion, these responses are not due to a coupling with an axion particle field, and couple to the Maxwell fields just as ordinary constitutive properties do, so we can now imagine media with a combination of ordinary and axionic properties.
These axionic responses do not involve derivatives of the electromagnetic field, and so correspond to the first term on the right hand side of (16) . We can therefore investigate the axionic response by replacing (2) with
where ρ ax refers to that part of the total charge which relates to the axionic response. If we now apply the constraint (21), we find it demands (Ψ 
As an example, we can model a medium with an axionic response together with a simple constant permittivity ε and permeability µ as per (4), (5), and so replace (6), (7), (9) for this type of medium with the relations
where (ζ, ζ t ) need not be constants. We call this a local axionic response material, and the special case when µ = µ 0 and ε = ε 0 is a "vacuum-like" axionic response material. We examine the behaviour of electromagnetic fields in such media in the examples of section V. It is worth noting that we cannot just pick any (ζ, ζ t ) that we would like -we need the result to be consistent with the constraints given above in (21) . Thus (ζ, ζ t ) must satisfy
The proof of (26) is given in appendix B, but it is easy to see for the local axionic material (24) , (25) the conservation of charge equation gives
Together (26) imply that the axionic response can be derived (locally) from an axionic scalar potential κ ax (x, y, z, t) via ζ = ∇ κ ax , and ζ t = ∂ t κ ax .
This potential need not be given any specific physical meaning, since its existence is simply a calculational device to ensure constructions of (ζ, ζ t ) stay consistent with the necessary constraints. However, it can be interpreted as a specification 3 For homogeneous static media, the argument is as follows: At each point and moment in time, the various derivatives of φ and A are all independent. Thus by comparing (16) and (21) we see that ∂t Ψ E ρ (−∇φ − ∂tA) will generate the term (Ψ E ρ ) i ∂t 2 A i , the only such term in Eq. (21) . Hence
of the properties required for a necessarily inhomogeneous medium, described by the traditional "κ" tensorial formulation, to match a medium with an axionic response of the kind described here, i.e. by comparing (3) and (23) .
There are however two cases where it is not possible to simply replace (ζ, ζ t ) with κ ax . One case is when we make the natural demand that the axionic terms (ζ, ζ t ) be homogeneous, which leads to an inhomogeneous κ ax , i.e.
Here t is time, (x, y, z) are the usual Cartesian coordinates, and (ζ x , ζ y , ζ z , ζ t ) are the 4 axionic material constants. If we do make κ ax constant then ζ = 0 and ζ t = 0. Thus, for a block of material in which κ ax is constant, the traditional axionic terms ζ will only appear on the surface of the material [10] . The other case, where the existence of κ ax is prevented, is due to topological considerations, and is discussed below in section IV.
C. Non-axionic extension terms
The above prediction of 20 extra constitutive parameters sounded extremely promising, suggesting many new possibilities for novel electromagnetic media. Since we have just seen that 4 of those terms have response similar (but not the same) as known axion-like behaviour; this leaves us another 16 that require further consideration.
In particular we need to ensure consistency with section II, where as far as homogeneous constitutive relations are concerned, it was necessary to ignore the axionic contribution since it did not relate the electromagnetic field to the current. That is, any contribution to (D, H) coming from κ ax in (2) would vanish when inserted into Maxwell's equations. By the same argument we should ignore any components of (Ψ
) which do not relate the electromagnetic field to the current. Thus we say that, similar to a gauge freedom, we can replace
where for any valid electromagnetic fields
i.e. satisfying (4), (5) . Imposing this, we show in appendix B that this reduces the number of "physical" components of
) by 16. Thus we are left with 36+4 components for the CMCR, and so our main achievement is to have formulated a more general kind of axionic response.
At this point we could simply regard (31) as a motivation for taking the apparently obvious and sufficient step of setting all the • Ψ's terms to zero, and so take no further interest in those 16 additional parameters. However, in order to consider alternative scenarios where they do have a potential physical meaning, we now ask the question: "How, for the constitutive operators
), might we determine any 4 We use the symbol • Ψ to refer to all four operators (
of their valid non-zero values?" There are two possibilities, which we outline briefly below, both of which add to the standard 35 terms, and the 4 axionic response terms, to permit a total of 55 constitutive parameters.
Measurable excitation fields: two versions of (D, H)
The first option is to imagine that we do in fact have some new kind of experimental apparatus that enables us to directly measure aspects of (D, H). Although somewhat in opposition to the starting motivation for our generalised CMCR, it is nevertheless an interesting possibility.
We can notice immediately that each component of these fields appears twice in Maxwell's equations; and that means that there can likewise be two distinct ways of measuring ite.g. we might measure a D x based on charge from (6), or a D x based on current from (7).
Normally we would expect such measurements to give the same outcomes. However, if for distinct measurement approaches on what are ordinarily seen as the same field components, we get different results, then we can conclude that the • Ψ constitutive operators are non-zero; although they must be such that they still ensure that (31) holds. It is the differences in these measurements that are the key to determining the
Since this proposal not only retains a role for (D, H), but even demands an extra pair of excitation fields (D , H ), we also consider a second option as described next.
Auxiliary fields and charges
An alternative scheme for determining the • Ψ's parameters, and one more in keeping with our premise of not relying on (D, H), is to posit the existence of additional fields (Ě,B). These fields would also require the existence of their related charges and currents (ρ,J ).
Assuming we can measure these new physical properties, i.e. the auxiliary fields or sources, then we could determine the relevant • Ψ constitutive parameters. This is because they need to satisfy
It is important to note that whatever other dynamical equations that these auxiliary fields (Ě,B) might follow, they cannot be the same as the standard Maxwellian (4), (5) . Note that here the sourcesρ andJ might be the ordinary charge and current ρ and J , and not new types of sources. This is in contrast to the necessarily new fieldsĚ andB.
To reiterate: If there is a medium for which the CMCR (14), (15) are valid and we can measure the • Ψ's to be non-zero using (32); then such a medium cannot be modelled via the standard Maxwell (4) - (7).
IV. TOPOLOGY AND THE CMCR
The differences between the standard EMCR and our generalised CMCR are particularly marked when considered in the 
Emulating the −ζ×E term using a nearly perfect conducting metal cylinder (green) surrounded by a radial array of wires (pink), with a few wires visually emphasised in order to clarify the setup. A series of voltmeters measure the radial electric fields (e.g. V1, V2, ...) near each wire, and the resulting information is used to control a current source that drives currents along those wires (e.g. J 1 ∝ V1/r, J 2 ∝ V2/r, ...). As a result these actively monitored and driven wires will act as a metamaterial, modifying the electromagnetic field as if a constitutive axionic response ζ were present. As an alternative, one might imagine replacing the array of wires with an array of controllable high energy electron beams, since at sufficiently high energy the electrons will not be deflected significantly by a (relatively weak) background electromagnetic field.
context of interesting topologies. It has already been shown that a non-trivial topology can have some remarkable consequences -notably it has already been demonstrated [4] that that if (D, H) are not considered to be true physical fields, charge need not be globally conserved; e.g. if a black hole forms and then evaporates. Here, however, we can give rather less exotic examples where topology, in combination with the existence of the axionic response, can lead to new phenomena. One, in principle, could be built in the laboratory, whilst the other can be used for computer modelling of periodic materials (see IV B).
A. Outside a perfectly conducting cylinder
An example that could in principle be built consists of an infinite (perfectly) conducting metal cylinder, which enables us to avoid difficulties at r = 0. The cylinder is charged in order to create a radial electric field, and then surrounded by an array of parallel wires used to implement the axionic response. With the cylinder and wires being oriented parallel to the z-axis, then for a cylinder of radius r = r 0 , we can set
where Z 0 is a constant. Here (r, θ, z) are the cylindrical coordinates and (r,θ,ẑ) the corresponding orthonormal vectors. However, this does not satisfy (26) since
but of course (26) is required only inside bulk materials. Fortunately, on the boundary of the cylinder, E is alongr so (27) , and hence the conservation of charge is satisfied after all. A crucial point that separates our CMCR from the standard constitutive relations is that in this situation ζ cannot be the gradient of any field as in (28); thus the standard constitutive relations cannot describe this. Although locally we can set κ ax = Z 0 θ, globally θ is not single valued and continuous; thus it would be impossible to model such a material using the traditional Maxwell's equations, no matter what constitutive relations were used.
However, with our CMCR we can emulate the axionic response (33) . This is done by first measuring the radial electric field at each point, and then using that information to specify a current source −ζ × E along z-directed wires. As shown in figure 2, a radially directed electric field could -by means of an active measurement and current generation process -give rise to the necessary axial current, as per (25) . An alternative method of emulating an axionic response dynamically, using a mechanical substructure, is suggested in section VI A.
For the angular axionic response discussed here, we can solve the local axionic media equations (24), (25) with a static radial solution given by
where
B. Toroidal universes and periodic lattices, with charge.
The toroidal universe imagined here is one in which the spatial x, y and z coordinates are periodic, with x → x + L x , y → y +L y and z → z +L z . This situation is also compatible with an infinitely periodic system, whose physical properties are periodic, even if the coordinates themselves are not. In such a toroidal universe the standard Maxwell's equation (6) in concert with the divergence theorem implies that the total charge is zero:
where V is the 3-torus and ∂V is its boundary. However, since a torus does not possess a boundary (i.e. ∂V = ∅), any integral over it is zero -i.e. there can be no net charge on the torus. In the periodic counterpart to (36) , the torus maps onto each cell in the periodic lattice, and since the contributions from opposite cell boundaries are equal but have opposite orientations, they exactly cancel, and again no net charge is assured.
By contrast, our generalised CMCR gives a different substitution for the charge, i.e. according to (14) . The total charge is then given by
which depends on Ψ E ρ and Ψ B ρ , and can therefore be non-zero. The result has practical implications when considering any periodic system of size (L x , L y , L z ), and determining its Floquet modes, for example using a numerical electromagnetic solver. The approach using the standard EMCR yeilds (36) , which insists that the total charge on the lattice is zero. However, if the charge is not zero, then we must either abandon (a) the claim that the system is periodic, or (b) the concept of a meaningful D in the lattice, and choose to use the CMCR proposed here.
We now show that a periodic solution with net free charge is possible, in the following static case based on our CMCR. Consider a toroidal space, or an equivalent infinitely periodic one where the coordinates x, y, and z range over (or are periodic on) lengths L x , L y , and L z . Assume that the free charge density has no z dependence and is ρ(x, y), there is no free current density so that J = 0, that the axionic response consists solely of a homogeneous ζ z component. In this situation the electric field components that exist are E x and E y , so that E =xE x (x, y) +ŷE y (x, y). The only magnetic field contribution will be generated by the axionic response ζ z , and so consist only of B z , so that B =ẑB z (x, y).
The source free axionic vacuum equations (24) and (28) then reduce to just three non-zero contributions
For non-zero ζ z , (39) and (40) can be substituted into (38) to give
A periodic ρ(x, y) can be written as a Fourier series where
where the sums are over n, m ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞} and the coordinate range is centred about the origin. Since the system is periodic, B z is also periodic, and can also be written as a Fourier series
Now we can use (41) 
and this allows us to easily determine each of the b nm from any given ρ(x, y). Further, since any electric field component E i (x, y) must also be periodic, with Fourier components e i,nm , then we also have from (39) and (40) e
We also need to satisfy both of (4) and (5).
which can be converted into a condition not only on b nm but also the charge distribution parameters ρ nm ; fortunately, a back substitution reveals that this is already satisfied. Note that the interesting case here is when the net charge on the system is non-zero, which occurs solely when ρ 00 is non-zero. Indeed, the total charge on the torus -or one element in the periodic lattice -is simply
Here the charge density, and hence the fields, are constant, has a field solution trivially obtained from (38) where E = 0 and B = −ẑ (ρ/ζ z ). Thus although there is a charge on the torus, there is no electric field from that charge; there is only an axionically-induced magnetic field whose field lines form (topologically allowed) loops.
In the more general solutions, we can see that the additional coupling between the electric and magnetic fields permitted by the presence of the axionic response allows a finite charge to be supported in the system. Consider each effect in turn: the free charge creates an electric field, then that electric field causes the axionic response to generate a polarization current, then this polarization current in turn creates a magnetic field. Finally, this magnetic field causes the axionic response to (also) create a polarization charge; and we find that this exactly counteracts the free charge.
V. EXAMPLES
In this section we consider situations involving conventional media with additional constitutive properties that match the axionic responses described above. We will call these axionic response materials, and it is important to note that they have a vacuum contribution (or a conventional and homogeneous ε and µ) in their constitutive properties as well as the added axionic response. In what follows, remember that these are constitutive properties, and are not the result of coupling Maxwell's equations to an external axion particle field.
A. Homogeneous case: longitudinal waves
The propagation of electromagnetic fields in media with an axion-like response has been an area of interest for some time [6, 34] , particularly with regard to its symmetry properties and
axionic dispersion relations. A starting point of a homogeneous axionic response material with all 4 constitutive terms being non-zero contains a large number of interesting crosscouplings between the E and B fields, leading to a range of new behaviours. Here, however we will highlight one interesting feature -namely that propagating EM fields in a homogeneous medium, with isotropic ε and µ, need no longer be purely transverse.
Starting with Maxwell's equations (4), (5) and the source free axionic vacuum equations (24) and (28) we have
We can show that the existence of the axionic response terms enables the propagation of EM waves with a longitudinal component, as depicted on figure 3. Although achievable with the aid of artificial functional materials [35] [36] [37] , or in an ordinary anisotropic (birefringent) medium, here we can do this with simple homogeneous constitutive properties. For example for a wave travelling in theẑ-direction satisfying the dispersion relations
and compatible with constraints on the axionic response ωζ z + kζ t = 0, and
By direct substitution we see the propagating electromagnetic field given by
is a solution to Maxwell's equations in a vacuum axionic response material (47) . Note here how the homogeneous ζ y axionic response material still supports the propagation whilst having rotated the electric field orientation forward, away from a purely transverse direction.
FIG. 4:
The wire and shell system represented by (52) with a wire of radius Rw = 1, and a shell centred at Rc = 10 with thickness T = 1. The wire and cylindrical shell lie along the z axis.
B. Inhomogeneous case: Static solutions
Here we consider two static cases based on cylindrical symmetry. These are based primarily on a combination of a thin cylindrical shell which has radius R c and thickness T , and a thin wire with radius R w , as depicted on figure 4. They are made of a vacuum augmented with an axionic response of the kind described above. Although we would like to treat each of the 4 axionic components separately, it turns out that only the z-directed (ζ z ) and the t-directed (ζ t ) are sufficiently interesting whilst still allowing a straightforward discussionthe case where radial ζ r is non-zero is very simple, the case where angular ζ θ is non-zero is rather complicated.
The cylindrical symmetry here means that the modulation function for the axionic wire and shell properties depends only on r, and is a sum of offset step functions H. For a wire of radius R w the modulation (density) function W (r) is
Here this modulation function has been normalised to compensate for the effect of the wire's cross-sectional area. In the examples below, there are only the fields E and B, and two types of sources. There is free (source) charge C and free (source) current J ; in addition there are polarization (charge and current) sources. The polarization sources are those induced in the medium by the presence of an E or B field acting on the axionic response.
Free Charge and axial axionic response ζz
Here we take the wire and cylindrical shell to consist of an axionic response material with only ζ z (r) being non-zero. This can be derived from a κ ax (r, θ, z, t) with an appropriate r-dependent modulation W (r) of a linear increase along the axis z;
where W (r) is zero everywhere but in the wire and shell. However, somewhat inconveniently, this κ ax (r, z) also has an r derivative, and so along with our desired ζ z properties we also get a non-zero and z-dependent ζ r on the surfaces of the wire and shell. If we write down just the combinations that are potentially non-zero, then with B = B rr + B θθ + B zẑ and E = E rr + E θθ +E zẑ , the static constitutive relations in the medium are
Note the nature of the ζ r surface terms in these two equations, and, in particular, that (a) if the magnetic field has no radial component, and (b) if the electric field remains purely radial, they will have no effect. Because of our construction, the radial symmetry guarantees both a radial electric field, and an enforced non-radial magnetic field. This means the ζ r surface terms play no role in the following calculation; but if the symmetry was broken and they did, to first order they would induce surface charges and currents on the wire and shell. These symmetry restrictions reduce the above equations to simpler ones; and also mean that the other Maxwell equations, namely (4) and (5) are automatically satisfied. The first equation is for the radial electric field E r given the presence of the free charge line density C and an axial magnetic field B z :
where the second RHS term can be interpreted as a polarization charge density induced by the action of the free fields on the axionic response of the medium. The second equation is for the axial magnetic field B z under the influence of the radial electric field E r :
where the RHS can be interpreted as a polarization current density induced by the action of the free fields on the axionic response. These two equations can be combined, resulting in inhomogeneous Bessel's equations of order ν = 0 for B z and order ν = 1 for E r . Withr = W ζ z r and a suitably scaled charge densityC, we havē
Note in particular that such behaviour emphasises again the difference between our CMCR response and the standard tensorial EMCR one. Standard EMCRs only allow coupling to axionic effects to occur at boundaries, but here we see the effects of the axionic response present in a homogeneous system (i.e. inside the wire and/or shell). We now numerically solve (56) and (57) in order to give a qualitative sense of the axionic effects. Solution is straightforward, the only constraint being that we must pick an initial B z value at r = 0 that results in B z = 0 outside the shell. We achieve this using a simple iterative process for zero-finding that converges to the right answer.
A typical result is shown on figure 5 . Here the axionic effect is fairly strong, which enables the character of the modifications from the non-axionic result to be easily seen. In figure  5(a) , where there is no axionic response in the wire, we see that the E r matches that for an ordinary charged rod until it reaches the shell. In the shell the E r induces a circulating (52)), whereas the lower panel (b) shows results for a both charged and axionic wire (and is consistent with (52)). polarization current, which generates the constant B z inside the shell and wire. As the B z falls to zero across the shell, it induces a polarization charge, which enhances the electric field.
In figure 5(b) , the axionic response in the wire leads to an extra inverted parabolic behaviour for B z , and this increased B z induces a polarization charge which enhances the electric field. However, note that increasing ζ z further can push the results into a regime where the axionic effects triggered by the charge density dominate, and the electric field can even change sign.
With sufficient distance in which to accumulate these axionic response effects further, we see more complicated behaviour. In figure 6 we see how if the shell is thick and there is no gap between it and the wire, an oscillatory Bessel function behaviour manifests itself, in line with (58) and (59).
Free Current and time-directed axionic response: ζt
Here we take the wire and cylindrical shell to consist of an axionic response material with only ζ t (r) being non-zero; note that despite the different physics, this derivation follows very similar steps to the previous one. This can be derived from a κ ax (r, θ, z, t) with an appropriate r-dependent modulation W (r) of a linear increase in time t; Notably, even though the oppositely-signed Bz inside the wire acts to suppress the effective charge density there, the field oscillations here enhance the electric field strength outside the shell, whilst also swapping its sign.
where W (r) is zero everywhere but in the wire and shell. However, somewhat inconveniently, this κ ax (r, t) does have an r derivative, and so along with our desired ζ t properties we also obtain a non-zero and t-dependent ζ r on the surfaces of the wire and shell.
If we write down just the potentially non-zero combinations, the static constitutive relations in the medium are
Note the nature of the ζ r surface terms in these two equations, and in particular that if the electric field remains purely radial, they will have no effect. Because of our construction, there is no electric behaviour in this system, and even if one somehow appeared, the radial symmetry would guarantee a concommitantly radial electric field. This means that the ζ r surface terms play no role in the following calculation; but if the symmetry was broken and they did, they would induce surface charges and currents on the wire and shell. These symmetry restrictions reduce the above equations to simpler ones; and also mean that the other Maxwell equations, namely (4) and (5) are automatically satisfied. The first equation is for the angular magnetic field B θ resulting from the current density J z and any axial magnetic field B z :
where the second RHS term can be interpreted as a polarization current density induced by the action of the axial magnetic field on the axionic response of the medium. The second equation is for the axial magnetic field B z under the influence of the angular magnetic field B θ :
where the RHS term can be interpreted as a polarization current density induced by the action of the angular magnetic field on the axionic response.
These two equations can be combined, resulting in inhomogeneous Bessel's equations of orders ν = 0 and ν = 1 for B z and B θ respectively. Withr = W ζ t r and a suitably scaled currentJ z , we havē
Note that solutions for this system are mathematically identical to those presented in the previous subsection, for an ζ z response. This can be seen by inspection of (63) and (64), and comparison with (56) and (57); the differences being solely the replacement of E r with B θ , of ε with 1/µ, a sign on the axionic term, and replacing the charge density C with J z .
VI. OTHER TOPICS A. Metamechanical axionic response
An interesting question is whether or not it is possible to design a metamaterial unit cell which can generate an axionic response of the kinds discussed here. Broadly speaking, there are two sorts of axionic response, those that generate charge (see (24) ) and those that generate current (see (25) ). Since it is hard to generate a free charge from nowhere, or turn on and off some mechanism for isolating that charge, it is easiest to focus on current generating axionic responses.
Since the axionic response is outside the scope of standard electromagnetism, we will utilise concepts from the area of mechanical metamaterials [38, 39] , albeit ones driven by applied electromagnetic fields, and which -with the addition of moving charged elements, can generate currents. It is the mechanical movement and couplings of the metamaterial component that create constitutive properties of the necessary orientation for an axionic response.
The metamaterial unit cell concept shown in figure 7 depicts a mechanism intended to create the axionic response where an electric field applied across the page (e.g. alonĝ x) generates a vertical current (oriented alongŷ). Whilst this suffices for selecting the appropriate axionic response orientations with respect to the field, this is not the complete picture. As with the great majority of metamaterial schemes, this is (a) a dynamic response suitable for oscillating fields only, and (b) will typically only generate the desired response current with a phase offset to the driving field. Further, it will also generate a side effect current (alongx), and of itself generate a background dipolar/quadrupolar electric field. Nevertheless, if the driving electric field is strong, and the detector charges q b are weak compared to the response ones q r , and the mechanical system oscillates and is driven at the correct frequency, the system can function as an axionic response.
For a minimal material providing such properties, we assume a model response dynamics, where x is the charge displacement, v is the speed of motion of any corner, K the restoring force constant, and m the effective mass of the strucy x Applied Electric Field   FIG. 7 : Diagram of a current-generating axionic response ζzẑ, based on a diamond shape that stretches (or shrinks) in x whilst simultaneously contracting (or expanding) in y. When an oscillating electric field Ex is applied, the "detector" charges (blue circles) are pulled apart (or pushed together) horizontally, so that the "response" charges (red squares) are moved together (apart) vertically. The ydirection current produced by those moving response charges is the axionic response. Not shown are the mechanisms that return the system to a default shape when the applied field is removed; for a construction with sufficiently flexible corners, this could be provided by the elastic properties of the material.
ture, of
since J y = 2q r v. Here, γ represents frictional losses in the mechanical oscillator. In the quasistatic case with E x oscillating at a frequency ω 0 , and with negligible losses, we havê
which means that
Note that at the expense of additional complication, the unwanted current due to the detector charges could be (partly) cancelled by stacking the element of figure 7 with the complementary "auxetic" one of figure 8. In the auxetic [39] cell, the shape expands simultaneously in x and y; as a result, with (blue) detector charges of reversed sign (as shown), you can cancel the side-effect detector-charge currents with each other.
By placing elements of this kind radially around a conducting cylinder, withx replaced with the radial directionr, andŷ replaced with the angular directionθ, we could envisage constructing a dynamical counterpart to an active, driven scheme such as that shown in figure 1 ; this is depicted in figure 9 . Diagram of an auxetic current-generating axionic response ζzẑ, based on a shape whose core stretches (or shrinks) in x whilst simultaneously expanding (or contracting) in y. When an oscillating electric field Ex is applied, the "detector" charges (blue circles) are pushed together (or pulled apart) horizontally, so that the "response" charges (red squares) are moved together (or apart) vertically. The y-direction current produced by those moving response charges is the axionic response; notice that this response current is the same as in figure 7 , whilst the current due to the detector charges is opposed. Not shown are the mechanisms that return the system to a default shape when the applied field is removed; for a construction with sufficiently flexible corners, this could be provided by the elastic properties of the material.
B. Transformation Electromagnetics
There is much current interest in the concepts and applications of transformation optics in both space and spacetime [40] [41] [42] [43] , most notably involving various sorts of spatial and spacetime cloaking in free space [44] [45] [46] [47] , against or on surfaces [48] [49] [50] , and at distance [51] .
It is worth investigating how such techniques are implemented under our new CMCR scheme. In transformation optics it is the optical metric where the cloaking or other transformation design is implemented; and it is important to note that that optical metric is distinct from the background physical (spacetime) metric [52] [53] [54] .
For the constitutive model presented here, as detailed in our CMCR, (4), (5), (14), (15), we see that the metric (whether of the background spacetime or optical signals) does not explicitly appear. Instead its components and its derivatives are encoded within the components of the Ψ's.
Since the operators (Ψ trast, (A21) says that the transformation of the axionic terms has two contributions: one is the standard tensor transformation, and the other introduces the non-axionic terms multiplied by the derivative of the Jacobian matrix. This means that a medium which does not have an axionic response can be transformed into one which does. This is analogous to the way the Christoffel symbols, which in Minkowski spacetime with Cartesian coordinates are zero, can be transformed into non-zero values.
C. Ohmic Resistance
Ohm's law J = σE relates the current J through a conductor to the electric field E experienced by that conductor, with the proportionality between them being due to the conductivity σ. In order for it to be consistent with conservation of charge (20) , the charge is necessarily given by an integral over the past
Since the CMCR equations (14) and (15) are a more general relationship between (E, B) and (ρ, J ) it is natural to ask if these avoid the problem of integral constitutive relations. Consider a simple non-axionic isotropic homogeneous static medium with Ψ 
where ε, µ and σ are constants and J is the external current. In order to be consistent with (20) , the other CMCR is given by
Since this expression contains an integral clearly there do not exist any Ψ E ρ and Ψ B ρ such that (14) becomes (75). However, we could decide to further extend the constitutive relations, so that the CMCR are also allowed to include second derivatives of (E, B) as well as first derivatives of ρ. In such a case, differentiating (75) with respect to time gives
This means that such a "second order" extension to the CMCR would allow us to include a conductivity model of Ohmic current in the constitutive relations, just the standard constitutive relations can be extended by the addition of the conductivity parameter σ. In any such extension, there would be very many more allowed constitutive parameters than are considered here in our first order CMCR model.
D. Poynting Vector
It is instructive to consider how these new axionic responses appear in the derivation of the electromagnetic energy flux equation, i.e. as applied to the Poynting vector [2, 55] . We have, using a standard vector identity and (25),
where the only unconventional effect arises from the ζ t term. The conservation of momentum may also be derived as
where the (Minkowski) electromagnetic momentum is
and the electromagnetic stress tensor is
The divergence of the stress tensor turns out to be
Here, as throughout this paper, we do not wish to consider the axionic terms (ζ, ζ t ) as due to an axion particle field as in (1), but instead as background constitutive relations in the medium. Setting the external current to zero we see from (77) that energy is conserved only if ζ t = 0. Similarly, a component of the p i momentum is conserved only if the corresponding component of ζ i is zero. These observations are actually a consequence of existing work [56, 57] , where it was shown that in the presence of a static background field, there is a conserved Noether current where there is a Killing symmetry that is simultaneously a symmetry of the metric and of the background field as it appears in the Lagrangian. In our case the background field appears as
Thus time is a Killing symmetry of the Minkowski metric and a Lie symmetry of the axion current if ζ t = ∂ t κ ax = 0, in this case the corresponding Noether current is energy. The results of [56] can also be used to predict the conservation of angular momentum if ζ = ζ r (r)r in the (r, θ, φ) coordinate system, and of angular momentum about the z-axis if ζ = ζ r (r, z)r + ζ z (r, z)ẑ in the cylindrical (r, θ, z) case. The additional axionic ζ t E · B contribution to this EM energy flux equation acts comparably to the standard energy storage term (cf. (77)) or the work-done-on-charges term E ·J . Depending on the local fields, it acts as a source or sink for EM energy.
In the usual case of an interaction with an axion particle field, this would be interpreted as a transfer of EM energy to or from those axions, where ζ t can be identified with ∂ t Ξ. Here, it refers to energy transfer to or from the constitutive mechanism causing the axionic response.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a minimal extension to the standard constitutive relations for Maxwell's equations, and have achieved this by combining the Maxwell-Ampère equation with the constitutive properties of an electromagnetic medium. This means that we eliminate the need for the excitation fields (D, H), and can permit a wider range of responses than the standard constitutive tensor approach. Although constraints mean that most likely only 4 new axionic ("axion-like") parameters are permitted, these nevertheless represent media impossible to treat in the traditional approach, even if we allow inhomogeneity or dispersion. As such our new CMCR can be made to look like standard EMCR, but with the addition of extra axionic responses.
Notably, there are two cases when we cannot express our new axionic responses as an extension of standard EMCR, these being if we require the constitutive properties to be homogeneous, or in the case of non-trivial topology. In particular, homogeneous blocks of axionic materials represented using our CMCR appear as inhomogeneous materials if the representation is converted over to the standard EMCR. This is why the CMCR can represent axionic effects without relying -as is usually expected -on boundary effects. This means that there are cases where it is advantageousor even required -to write the axionic response in our way. These results are linked to related discoveries [4] enabled by removing (D, H), such as non-conservation of charge in topologically non-trivial spaces, and the treatment of charges passing through wormholes. We also remarked on the possibility of there being an additional 16 more exotic constitutive parameters, for a grand total of 55 in all. If these exist, we either require additional new types of field and charge, or need to reconsider what we aim to represent by the excitation fields (D, H).
Another direction is to enumerate the plane eigenmodes of uniform media associated with our theory. Solving the eigenproblem of a conventional biaxial medium leads to the familiar self-intersecting Fresnel phase surface carrying four singular points [58] . Recent generalisation from biaxial media to media with independent dielectric, magnetic, and magnetoelectric tensors (a total of 20 material parameters) has been shown to give rise to a much richer Kummer surface, containing up to sixteen singular directions [59] . With our proposed media containing a total of 55 parameters, even more contorted and exotic Fresnel phase surfaces are to be anticipated.
In future work we also aim to go beyond the minimal extension and theoretical discussion presented here. Our examples suggest a range of opportunities for further work based on these results in topological and periodic systems, in attempting a metamaterial implementation of the axionic response, or in extending the treatment to second order to treat Ohmic effects.
As a final remark, we wish to emphasise that this paper has only been written in standard vector calculus notation so as to make it more widely accessible. In fact, the CMCR minimal extension presented here can be written -and was originally written -much more succinctly in coordinate free notation using exterior forms. This is briefly presented in appendix C, where the equations do not include an explicit metric, and are therefore also consistent with a pre-metric formulation of electromagnetism [7] .
Ψ a(bc) = 0 and Ψ ab(cd) = 0. 7 Here the brackets refer to the symmetric component, for example
We can extract the components Ψ 
• Imposing charge conservation using (A7) means that the components Ψ abc and Ψ abcd also obey
• In appendix B we show that (A9) and (A14)-(A16) imply there are 4 independent components of Ψ abc , corresponding to (ζ, ζ t ) and 51 independent components of Ψ abcd .
• Clearly in the homogeneous case (A14)-(A16) reduce to 
In terms of components (A19) becomes
• In appendix B we show that (A20) implies that ) and dx/dx is the Jacobian.
